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Luminous Textile Returning
Vitality To Space

DuPontTM Conan® to Build Seeko’o Hotel’s Facade in Bordeaux
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Seeko’o Hotel, famous for its snow-white facade,
elegant lines and style, has become a symbol of Bordeaux
harbor. In Inuktitut, Seeko’o means “iceberg” or “glacier.” In
order to create a “glacier” effect, architect Jean-Christophe
Masnada tried using the surface material of DuPont”
TM
Conan® to build the hotel’s facade. Snow white Conan®
material, fresh and bright, is the best choice for practical
application. This material possesses special lines, planes and
angles, as well as repeated openings that create alternating
light and shadow, thus enabling the building to emit a faint
carving texture. Within the hotel, rooms are spacious and
the view of Garonne River can be seen in a glance.
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Luminous textile can either be used as part
of the initial installation of an architectural
design, or used as a post-installation solution
for sound-absorbing
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Many colors of Conan® exhibit good color stability,
but its low moisture absorption and its resistance to
stains, environmental pollutants, detergents, humidity
and freeze-thaw conditions also contribute to making
Conan® an excellent choice for outdoor applications.
In addition, Conan® offers inconspicuous seams and
can be easily sanded or cleaned to restore its original
appearance. One great advantage is that complex
shapes can be formed from Conan® EC to avoid the
weight and cost of conventional materials. A variety of
exterior architectural components have been used in
many different applications throughout the world from
Beijing, China, to the United Kingdom.

‘Philips luminous textile with kvadrat
soft cells’ is a system co-developed by
Philips lighting and Kvadrat Soft Cells. It
is easy to install and integrates multicolor
LED modules into soundproof fabric panels,
so it can display video content and reduce
environmental noise at the same time.
When it comes to improving the
cold impersonality of the modern offices,
corridors and meeting area, luminous
textile is no doubt the perfect solution. In
retail and hospitality industry applications
(such as bars, hotel lobbies and airport
lounges), this material can create a warm
and pleasant atmosphere
Luminous textile can bring vitality to
the space by arranging in a variety of ways,
from a giant concept wall, to scattered
single block screens. Its soundprooflng
characteristic can also reduce spatial noise.
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In 1YSS, the Swiss company Kisag developed the potable gas stove that
can
be used for cooking on table. It is Urstove. Since its launch, Kisag Urstove
has
been popular for its safe, convenient, portable, exquisite appearance and
other
characteristics, and it’s very well-received in Europe and America. Today,
more than
50% of restaurants and hotels in Switzerland use Kisag Urstove,
Due to its safe and reliable design, sophisticated manufacturing and assembly,
UI-stove has an zero-accident record for more than 40 years. Since
its introduction
to China, it has gained the recognition of many domestic star hotels, first-class
restaurants, chic hot pot restaurants and upscale clubs. Take Hyatt Hotel
for
example, the romantic and original design of Kisag Urstove has added
sparks to the
overall restaurants decoration, rendering the hot pot business a new artistic
heaven
where elegance and innovation coexist,

